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• Thank you:  XGS families,

• XGS Society and Advisors, 

• Lab members, past and present

Varuna Chander, Jianhong Hu

Michael Khayat, Shoudong Li; 

Moez Dawood, Adam Hansen,

Aniko Sabo, Mullai Murugan

He Li, George Weissenberger,

Helen Shen

• Colleagues

• Funding

• XGS-Society

• Private Donation
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Talk Outline

1: The approach to XGS Research,

2: The XGS Registry,

3: The Clinical Spectrum,

4: The Molecular Spectrum

5: Cellular Studies

6: Case reports, ‘outliers’ and mild cases,

7: Studies in other laboratories, 

8: XGS Awareness in the Research community,

9:  Pathway ahead. 3



Approach to XGS Research,

• Long term goal is a cure for XGS (or full amelioration),

• Steps are describe, then understand - then cure,

• Today is about the first two elements,

• The power of genetics,
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FUNCTION

Gregor Mendel = 1860’s – still relevant today
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What does AHDC1 do?

• Cellular distribution?

• Timing and place of expression?

• What kind of mutations disrupt the gene?

• Gain-of-function vs loss of function?

XGS: 4 individuals with ‘nonsense’ mutations 

in AHDC1, (2013 - published 2014, confirmed 2015)



What we know about the protein from computers.

1: Strong conservation in vertebrates

2: Less across evolutionary tree,

2: Some key motifs:
- ‘AT-hooks’ short motifs that bind AT rich DNA/RNA;

- REV3L/exonuclease/DNA polymerase homologies;

- KIAA2022 is a neurological disease gene;

- Zf-C4 region is usually a nuclear receptor binding function;

- In aggregate, these imply a role in DNA replication and/or chromatin 

state maintenance; 

3: 3D structure (inferred) not new insights



The XGS Registry,

First step to understanding XGS basics and to accessing individuals and families,

Began in 2014 using RedCap for secure data management,

Developed a full consent model,

Somewhat – ‘clunky’ – functional improvements in 2021,

Long term goal – to be a centralized resource for XGS information and to facilitate XGS research,
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XGS Worldwide Location



XGS Registry Location
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The XGS Registry Dashboard:

Mining and reporting data is currently manual and somewhat limited:

Adam Hansen

• Contracted to build ‘back end’ for BCM by end of 

summer, 2022,

• Planning for patient-facing build – end of 2022?

• Then transfer to XGS Society,



Using the Registry: Defining the XGS Clinical Spectrum
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Core versus additional clinical features,



Additional Clinical Features from the Literature:
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• Skin conditions (loose, atypical aplasia cutis),

• Lipoma

• Craniosynestosis,

• Bicuspid aortic valve

• ALL LOW FREQUENCY, NOT VERIFIED

AS PART OF XGS



First observations were

‘nonsense’ mutations: 

Are all nonsense the same?
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Using the Registry: Defining the XGS Molecular Spectrum – nonsense mutations

Start

(N-term)

Stop

(C-term)
1603 
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acids

Short

Medium

Long

Not the same!

‘Short’:    seizure, scoliosis

Jianhong Hu He Li
Michael 
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Using the Registry: Defining the XGS Molecular Spectrum – missense mutations

• First tentative diagnosis in 2018 by Dr. Gail Herman,

• Skeptical – no orthogonal data to verify,

• Gumus reported one individual in 2020,

• Important question as it informed the question 

of disease mechanism,

• By 2021 there were 10 missense individuals reported

• (almost) all were de  novo events,

Jianhong HuMichael 
Khayat
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Using the Registry: Defining the XGS Molecular Spectrum – missense mutations

Conclusion: 

• SOME missense cause XGS

• Clusters = functionally important parts of the protein,

• Increase risk of seizure?



• Diagnostic labs have started 

reporting large deletions as having XGS,

• Usually several genes involved,

• Important question for the 

loss vs gain of function question,

• Identified a key individual with 

smallest know contiguous deletion.
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Varuna
Chander

Using the Registry: Defining the XGS Molecular Spectrum – contiguous deletions
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Using the Registry: Defining the XGS Molecular Spectrum – contiguous deletions

Varuna
Chander

Unexpected finding:

• Even with 1 copy of AHDC1 there are 

‘normal’ expression levels!

• Confirmed using very sensitive methods,

• Shows some unusual regulatory

mechanism,

• Possible RNA regulatory circuit?

Submitted for publication



• Position of ‘nonsense’ mutation matters - gives some difference in clinical features,

• Missense (single letter change) mutations can cause XGS,

• Reports of contiguous deletions causing XGS BUT

• Varuna’s studies show that contiguous deletion conclusions might be erroneous

 Supports ‘gain of function’ mechanism,

 Good news for directing therapeutics.
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Using the Registry: Summary of Mutation Data
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1: Making the protein in the laboratory unsuccessful, (bacteria, insect cells) 

2: Inducible mammalian cell models – underway,

3: Successful transient mammalian cell models,

AHDC1 Laboratory Studies:

nucleus 

cell 

nucleolus
Field

of 

view
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• Different length truncations,

• Mixtures of mutated and ‘normal’ genes

• Revealed different effects of different length proteins

• Short = minimal effect

• Medium = maximum effect

• Long = middle effect.

AHDC1 Laboratory Studies:
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Mutation patterns suggest a ‘gain of function’ model,

AHDC1 mutations lead to altered distribution of the protein in the cell nucleus, but do perturb the distribution 

of the normal forms,

The length of the mutated protein matters – and reveals that some forms accrue around the nucleolus, the 

site of assembly of ribosomes in the cell,

Interestingly the ‘short forms’ gave a distinctive pattern not involving the nucleolus……

Summary So Far:
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Some ‘Mild XGS’ Individuals:

Anecdotal reports of ‘mild’ cases,

We now know of 4 individuals clearly classed as ‘mild,

One is transmitted! (Caveat – mosaicism not eliminated),

All have very short proteins!

Supports gain-of-function model,
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Anthony Oro

• Studied genes involved in early differentiation to skin,

• One of 50 important genes was AHDC1,

• AHDC1 renamed to Gibbin,

• Studied protein in segments,

• Gibbin connects to a lot of ‘early developmental’ genes,

• Gibbin controls a ‘gateway’ for this early pathway differentiation,

• Important insight into role of AHDC1 as an early differentiation determinant,

Other AHDC1 Laboratory Studies:

• Gibbin regulates process, via many other genes,

• Removal of Gibbin results in hypermethylation

• Removal of Gibbin very severely effects mice,

Epithelial 

development

Nature May 2022, online

RA/BMP

Human ES cells



Anthony Oro

• Clearly an early developmental role for the gene,

• Shared activity with MECP2, homoebox proteins,

• Involvement of methylation in early gene expression control,

• Wonderful news for the XGS community,

• Will prompt more methylation (epigenetic) studies,

Things to remember:

• Experiments are ‘knockouts’ – very severe mutations,

• No child is born with no copies of AHDC1!

• Only one report of prenatal XGS features – generally later developmental disorder

• Overall, good news for mechanism studies, not bad news for thoughts of therapy.

Implications of Gibbin Studies:
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Other Unexplained AHDC1 Observations:

• Association with Kidney disease

• Association with Cancer

• Hibernation??
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Awareness of AHDC1 in the Science Community:

• AHDC1/XGS publications increasing,

• Dr. Oro’s studies will boost interest,

• Gene Reviews will impact clinical 

caregivers

• Papers on AHDC1 and XGS
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The Way Ahead:

1: The importance of the Registry,

2: Expanded genetic testing – more ‘mild’ individuals’?

3: Expanded behavioral and cognitive tests,

4: Expanded language studies,

5: More engagement of different laboratories, sharing,

6: More laboratory models: more from the mouse?

7: Will XGS be curable?

• Dr Oro’s studies show very early role for AHDC1/Gibbin,

• But XGS children do not report extensive prenatal issues,

• Open question - XGS mutations may be more mild than in laboratory knockouts,

• Neonatal intervention possible,

• Full understanding of the protein function is key to designing intervention,



•Discussion
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Final thought: Some of the most difficult challenges like this have been 

met. Think of therapy for Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) and related 

advances in Huntingtons Corea and Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy. 

Optimism and persistence is key.


